W EDDI NG COLLE C TION FAQ

Frequently asked questions about postage, paper choices,
timing, and more.
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PROCESS
Hey there, happy couple!
I’m Emily Rose Asher, owner & designer of Emily Rose Ink.
This packet will help guide you through the wedding stationery process
and answer some frequently asked questions.

Q: Do you hand-paint every
invitation?
A: No! I would never sleep!
Collection designs do feature
hand-painted watercolor and
calligraphy illustrations, which have
been scanned for replication on
high-quality digital presses.
Each design in the collection also features hand-lettered elements
(typically names or headings),
which I will create before digitizing
and adding them to the pre-existing
designs.
In this way, your invitations are
especially unique because they bear
the unreplicable touch of my
calligraphy (no script fonts here!)

Q: So how does this work?
A: See the process chart below:
BROWSE THE COLLECTION
ADD ITEMS TO CART
+SUBMIT WORDING
CHECK OUT
DESIGN PROCESS
RECEIVE PROOF(S)
APPROVE PROOF(S)
OFF TO THE PRESS!
ORDER SHIPS
ASSEMBLE & STAMP
MAIL TO GUESTS
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TIMELINE
Q: What’s your turnaround time?
A: Between 2-3 weeks.
Once you purchase your items and submit wording and/or address information (if applicable), the turnaround
time is 2 weeks for us to process, design, & print your order, at which point your items will be shipped to you.
You will receive your proof within 1 week of purchase, and we ask that you give approval within 24 hours
(delays on your end will result in a corresponding delay in our turnaround time). Additional proofs will incur
a cost of $50/proof & additional turnaround time of 2 business days.
All orders are shipped via FedEx ground and will take between 2-5 business days to arrive from our studio in Chicago to anywhere in the mainland US (6-7 days to Alaska & Hawaii).

Q: What is an appropriate timeline for stationery purchase & mailing?
A: Refer to the timeline table below.
WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO?

TIMELINE

The minimum amount of time you should allow
DESTINATION
WEDDING

LOCAL
WEDDING

FINALIZE & FORMAT ADDRESS LIST*

9-13 months
before wedding

7-10 months
before wedding

PURCHASE SAVE THE DATES

9-13 months
before wedding

7-10 months
before wedding

MAIL SAVE THE DATES

8-12 months
before wedding

6-9 months
before wedding

PURCHASE INVITATIONS

4-5 months
before wedding

3-4 months
before wedding

MAIL INVITATIONS

3-4 months
before wedding

2 months
before wedding

PURCHASE WEDDING DAY ITEMS

2.5+ months
before wedding

1.5+ months
before wedding

SUGGESTED RSVP DATE

2 months
before wedding

1 month
before wedding

FINALIZE SEATING INFORMATION

1 month
before wedding

3 weeks
before wedding
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PAPER CHOICES
Q: Can you explain all your paper offerings?
A: We offer various choices for invitation color, thickness, and envelopes.
To see paper choices in person, please purchase a sample pack from the collection website.
If you spend over $1000, the cost of your sample pack will be deducted from your total.
STANDARD
COLORS:

PAPER
FINISH:

PAPER
THICKNESS:

soft
ivory

bright
white

Eggshell Finish
All collection items are printed on high-quality eggshell finish
card stock. Eggshell finish has a very slight texture that lends
itself well to watercolor designs.
Collection pieces are available in either single-thick or double-thick card stock.
Single-thick
(120lb)
double-thick
(240lb)

ENVELOPE
CHOICES:

Many couples like to coordinate their paper color with the
color of the bride’s dress or the table linens.

We like to use double-thick paper for the main invitation;
it lends your invitation the weight and luxury of letterpress
with the color variation and artistry of our one-of-a-kind
watercolor designs. However, single-thick paper still has
the thickness deserving of a wedding invitation.

white/ivory envelopes
(square-flap)

color envelopes
(pointed-flap)

Matching white or ivory square-flap envelopes are included
at no additional cost with all orders of save the dates,
invitations, & RSVP cards. These envelopes are slightly less
thick than the color pointed-flap envelopes available
separately for purchase.
White or ivory pointed-flap envelopes are available upon
request at the same cost as color envelopes (contact us for
details).
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CUS TOMIZATION
Q: Can I customize the font, color, or illustration of a particular design?
A: All collection designs come with the fonts & colors as pictured.
Limited customization of fonts & colors is available at an additional cost
& can be purchased here.
FONT CUSTOMIZATION:
You may request a font change on any design from the collection, but you must choose from our font guide.

Font changes are available at a rate of $60 per design.

COLOR CUSTOMIZATION:
Font color:
You may request a font color change on any design, but you must choose from our color palette list.
This includes address printing color changes.

Font color changes are available at a rate of $45 per design.
Design color:
Changes to pre-existing designs are tricky & time-consuming to make, especially with watercolor designs.
As such, we only offer color changes (from our color palette list) to designs for the following suites.
- Sketchbook Blooms
- Organic Laurel
- Simple Calligraphy
- Leafy Vine

Design color customizations can be purchased for $60 per design.
Additional requests for change to the color or font after the initial proof(s) will be charged at the original rate.
Special printing techniques & paper upgrades such as edge-painting, foil stamping, letterpress, cotton paper,
or deckled/unfinished edges are available upon request. These elements do add a significant cost, but pairing them
with a pre-made design makes luxury printing techniques more affordable than with fully custom designs.

Beyond these changes, any further customizations will be considered fully custom
and you will need to go through our custom wedding stationery design process.
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POSTAGE
Q: How much can I expect to pay in postage?
A: The amount of postage
you’ll need for your
invitations can vary
depending on weight.
However, here’s a guide
to general postage costs.

SAVE THE DATES
INVITATIONS *

$0.49
$0.70-$1.12

RSVP ENVELOPES

$0.49

THANK YOU NOTES

$0.49

*cost varies based on weight: >1oz = $0.70; >2oz = $0.91; >3oz = $1.12
NOTE: USPS charges a non-machinable fee of $0.21 for square envelopes & rigid envelopes
(this can be the case if there is ribbon or wax seals involved). We always recommend taking
your envelopes to the post office to be weighed & approved before mailing them.

DRESS UP YOUR ENVELOPES
with custom postage from zazzle or vintage stamps!
Buy custom stamps on Zazzle

Buy vintage stamps on Etsy
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WHAT ’S NEXT?

LET’S GET STARTED!
Browse the wedding collection at
www.emilyroseink.com/wedding-collection

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS?
Contact us here.

